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About The North Face
Founded in 1966, The North Face is headquartered in San Francisco where they are part
of the retail conglomerate, VF Corporation. After going through financial turmoil for almost ten
years and then filing bankruptcy in 2000, The North Face has become a household name, but a
costly one not everyone purchases.
According to Mintel, The North Face saw growth revenue rise only 5% in 2017. I feel some of
this rise in growth comes from the longer/earlier winters we’ve been seeing.

The Problems
I.

What are the problems the client is facing?
Not an obvious one, but brick-and-mortar store locations. An obvious one, price point.

According to Mintel, the outdoor activewear market is expected to grow by 30% by 2020. With
brands like Patagonia and Columbia
taking the helm in the activewear
category with The North Face, Mintel
states many other brands are not likely to
survive their competition, which leads me
to believe the 30% growth will be within
a product growth and/or possible
expansion of one of the three lead
competitors.
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According to a Pew Research Center survey, “…64% of Americans indicate that, all
things being equal, they prefer buying from physical stores to buying online…” The North Face
products are on the higher end, and they’ve created a Clothes the Loop program where
consumers can drop off their used products that no longer fit/fit their needs at The North Face
stores or outlets, but, what if you live in Syracuse, NY, San Diego, CA, or Atlanta, GA? There
are no stores or outlets in those locations on their website. The North Face is a brand niched in
the higher-end/more expensive realm and, per Mintel, consumers are more likely to spend more
on activewear and outdoor gear. This is where price point comes in and the factors like sizing
come into play. Their revenue could increase if their sizing was more accurate because their
market could grow.
The North Face has gone through bankruptcy, a holding company going bankrupt,
conducting business in the negative, and with VF Corporations help, they’ve started back up the
revenue slope, but they still aren’t top of mind when it comes to completing a purchase (Primary
Research).

The Research
II.

What are we trying to accomplish? What are the research objectives?
Ø How does cost impact the activewear purchasing process?
Ø Do consumers want an in-store experience for activewear?
Ø What percentage of Americans are motivated to spend more time outside with
durable gear? Maybe there’s a hidden consumer base.
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Hypotheses
Ø Consumers are more likely to purchase a higher-end product if they feel it’s
worth their money.
Ø Consumers are looking for that brand expert to show them how products
work, how new products feel, and the ability to see more of the brand’s
products in a tangible experience versus strictly online.
Ø With an increase in healthy lifestyles, around 50% of families with children
are spending more time outdoors.

IV.

Methodology
Ø Research methods used for this culminating project consisted of:
Ø Qualitative Research
o A focus group of four men and three women ranging in age of 31 – 45. These
individuals also ranged in active routines from consistently active, to mildly
active.
Ø Primary Research
o Observe in-store outlet location and above focus group.
Ø Secondary Research
o News articles, The North Face website, and VF Corporation financial reports.
Ø Syndicated Research
o Simmons OneView to identify the relationship between cost and purchase
point.
Ø Social Listening
o Better understand how The North Face is promoting their products and brand
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Findings

V.

Results/Findings/Observations from Research Methods
Ø First Hypothesis: Consumers are more likely to purchase a higher-end product
if they feel it’s worth their money.
When it comes to making purchases, consumers can seem frugal, but according to

Simmons, consumers (especially male consumers) are more likely to purchase from a specialty
store, no matter the cost. Though this may not help with their problem as it shows consumers
could still buy their product, it does show their products appeal to the higher income consumer
which isn’t everyone who is being an outdoor activewearing consumer.
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Mintel shows consumers don’t want to constantly buy activewear, but they want it.
Typical consumer double-edged sword. These consumers would buy more activewear if they
found that extra piece somewhere affordable.

Conclusion: We can prove this hypotheses through secondary and syndicated research by
showing that consumers do, in fact, spend more money for quality items and will purchase extra
items if they deem it affordable.
Ø Second Hypothesis: Consumers are looking for that brand expert to show them how
products work, how new products feel, and the ability to see more of the brand’s
products in a tangible experience versus strictly online.
Per Mintel, consumers prefer to purchase activewear in-store and consumers want that
brand expert to answer questions for them about the brand, not steer them towards a competitor
on sale. Consumers are itching for that product demo and in-store display per Mintel. Yes, it’s
convenient to shop online, but the in-store experience is what is driving sales. Mintel’s Prove It
Trend Report further showed consumers are doing their homework and part of that homework is
going in-store to try products before purchasing. When it comes to activewear and outdoor gear
purchases, being able to pick apart a product in-store is what will drive a purchase since the use
of the product will likely be far away from the store, they want to ensure they won’t feel buyer/s
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remorse at a bad time. Mintel also states, “Across channels, the share of outdoor enthusiasts who
purchase in-store is sometimes double the share who purchase online.”

Conclusion: With store fronts come brand experts who, as research proves, consumers are
looking for when making a purchase.
Ø Third Hypothesis: With an increase in healthy lifestyles, around 50% of families
with children are spending more time outdoors.
With obesity at the forefront of shifting towards a healthy lifestyle, families with children
are gearing up to be outside more often whether it’s to hit the park, or on an adventure.
According to Mintel’s Marketing to Moms – US, September 2016, 56% of moms with at least
three kids play at a playground, park, and 52% are in their backyard. We also start seeing hiking
packs that are baby-carriers, so parents can take their kids out into the wilderness. Like Mintel’s
Activities of Toddlers and Preschoolers – US, February 2017 states, the Kelty Pathfinder 3.0
even has a padded roll cage to protect the child if the parent falls. This increase comes with
another market to hit on from children, to adults where price is still a factor, durability is a factor,
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and in-store experience is a factor because of sizing (Mintel). The North Face has a sizing guide
issue that was prevalent through qualitative and primary research. Where someone is a M/L, they
are an XL at The North Face. This hinders an online experience and further shows an in-store
experience would be beneficial, especially when it comes to sizing children.
Conclusion: More than 50% of consumers are striving for a healthy lifestyle and hitting the
outdoors is where they want to do it, especially families with children.

VI.

Results/Findings/Observations from Qualitative Research: Focus Group
This focus group was conducted with four men and two women, 31, 31, 32, 33, 37, and

45. Background to the project was given but not the problems. Answers were allowed to be
shared anonymously.
Ø First Hypothesis: Consumers are more likely to purchase a higher-end product
if they feel it’s worth their money.
This was a unanimous agreement. If a product is worth the extra money, then why not
turn it into an investment.
Ø “If I’m going to dish out extra money on an already expensive item, it better last me a
long time or do something amazing,” – 31 Male.
Ø “Something that I’m going to spend extra money, in my mind, will be an investment more
than a purchase. It would have to be something that is going to help me continuously, and
not just for a short time period,” – 45 Male.
Half of this focus group has been to The North Face outlet store but did not purchase
anything because, “We could just tell these were products that no one wanted…and for a reason”
and five out of the six had purchased The North Face products from Dick’s Sporting Goods
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and/or REI, both of these stores are within walking distance of each other. These purchases were
made when The North Face items were on sale and/or off-season. When asked, “But, then why
wouldn’t you purchase from the outlet store?” the answer given was:
Ø “I had tried the jacket/shoes on previously and were just waiting for those specific items
to go on sale.”
Conclusion: Somewhat expected answers. What caught me was why they wouldn’t go to the
outlet store, but they would stalk a product(s) at a retail store.
Ø Second Hypothesis: Consumers are looking for that brand expert to show them how
products work, how new products feel, and the ability to see more of the brand’s
products in a tangible experience versus strictly online.
Absolutely. This was an overwhelming majority agreement. As much as this group loves
going to REI over Dick’s, they would be ecstatic if there was a The North Face store here. They
don’t feel the salesmen at the outlet store know enough about the products because, what they
figure why, so many products get shuffled in and out.
Ø “If there was a North Face store here, I’d drive half an hour to go. I’d rather talk to
someone who knows about the products in an in-depth, knowledgeable way, rather than
someone on commission. Kind of like the Apple store,” – 33 Female
Conclusion: Comparing a store front to the Apple store was enlightening. Those “geniuses”
know the Apple products (and affiliates in-store) like the backs of their hands. So, if The North
Face had an equivalent, there’s no telling what kind of sales increase they could see.
Ø Third Hypothesis: With an increase in healthy lifestyles, around 50% of families
with children are spending more time outdoors.
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This focus group all have kids ranging from 6-months, to 12-years old, ranging from
mildly active (walk/park twice/week), to extremely active (sports/outdoors five times per/week).
Ø “I can get on board with this. We have a 3-year old and a 6-month old and we’re
working on getting outdoors more even with the baby. Even helps our 3-year old bond a
little with his brother.” – 31 Male
Ø “Yes, wholeheartedly agree. We are outside doing everything from running the dog with
the kids, to soccer practice,” – 33 Female
When asked how they feel about spending extra money on their kid’s outdoor/activewear
clothing, answers were:
Ø “I think it aligns with the first question; I would shell out more money for something
durable. Yes, even for my kids,” – 37 Male
Ø “Spending more money on clothing for my kids is hard sometimes because they grow so
quickly, BUT if this piece of clothing or pair of shoes will grow with them, or last longer
than a month, I’m game,” – 33 Female
Conclusion: Not too surprised but was a little surprised with the extra spending for their kid’s
outdoor/activewear clothing. Having kids, I can understand how spending extra money on items
you know they’ll outgrow before next season can be tough, but if it’s durable, it could be
something worn every day, versus certain adventures.

VII.

Social Listening:

Wrapping up 3s research with social listening, The North Face noticeably tells stories and
promotes its brand through their sponsorships and athletes. You only see posts with CTAs to
purchases sprinkled throughout their feeds. These posts could further support more locations as
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they utilize these athletes and events with their store fronts as hubs or even starting points. One
thing I did notice is there doesn’t seem to be a lot interaction on their feeds when consumers post
towards them like the image below with his jacket. The North Face is an incredibly visual brand
and it shows through their Instagram where they conquer across their channels.
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Their Instagram presence has consistently been increasing on Instagram where they not only post
Instagram-worthy images, but they post user content, and visibly tag them. They don’t use the
platform for sales.

VIII.

Insight
Consumers want to talk to someone face-to-face. Yes, there are certain brands that find

their revenue increasing because of their online store, but when it comes to activewear, and instore experience with brand experts is what will increase sales. Having that tangible experience
for a consumer who is already loyal to the brand will further their loyalty through sharing with
other like-minded consumers.

IX.

Rationale
According the research, the findings are convincing and evident that these consumers

want the interaction they aren’t getting from the bigger retail store and online. Being able to have
more store fronts would give consumers that piece of mind they are looking for. When it comes
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to The North Face products and their higher-end pricing, giving consumers the chance to interact
with the products with someone who is on The North Face’s product genius level can help
increase not just sales but help build equity in the brand with an even bigger outdoor,
activewearing market.

X.

Recommendations
Ø Increase Store Fronts
o Per the research, more store fronts would benefit The North Face.
Apart from the recognizable name, having experts ready for consumers
of needs ranging from every day wear, to training for a Mt. Everest
summit, consumers want that face-to-face interaction while interacting
with the product in a tangible way, not just an online reviews way.
Ø Familiarize an Easier Size Guide
o This seems to be something wanted across the board, not just for
families with children. From the research, it would benefit The North
Face if they normalized their sizing. Not only would this help increase
sales, but it would help increase sales from in-store and online because
consumers will feel more comfortable trying on their product.
Ø Adapt a Member’s Price
o The research showed consumers are more likely to spend more on an
item(s) worth spending more on but not often. If The North Face
created something like REI Coop member’s pricing model, it could
help consumers more frequent The North Face brand. Partner this with
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store fronts, and events can connect the brand with consumers,
increase their following across social channels, and bring the events
The North Face sponsors, along with their athletes, better to the
forefront with in-store experiences. Consumers will think they’re
getting a deal because they’ll be getting a discount.

XI.

Online Survey Questionnaire

https://syracuseuniversity.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_b2RRu89y5ZKbe17&Q_JFE=0
See Appendix A1 for screenshots of the survey.
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